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She stored at each
house with peculiar eyes.
Squinting, watching, jerking her
head side to side, squinting.
The brown ones with the wild
landscaping that must hove
cost the owners a fortune. The
plantation-style ones with pillars

was no longer gross but tufts of
hard, uncomfortable needles.
Everything was dying. The world
was dying.
She'd walked almost
all day, resting behind broken

that hove sneaky vines engulfing

freeway underpasses to finish
her lunch. She'd found a

the crocked white point. The
shabby small ones with quaint

small creature running about
her fire lost night. Searching.

door decorations telling
incoming neighbors, "Welcome,

Scavenging for warmth and
light. She'd given it some of her

Happy Holidays."

green beans she'd stolen from
someone's stash. It greedily ate

June hadn't been kind to

the little pieces she lined in a

these houses. The streets stunk
of rotting vegetables and life.
The dirt didn't hove the wet

row towards her hands. It ate
and ate and ate until it was in
her hands squirming, a fish out of

consistency it used to hove.
Instead, the air was full of small
particles that filled the nose
and caused her to spit on the

water. She broke its flimsy neck

sidewalk. She left a wet mark

Now, she was ravenous
with how big it seemed. Digging

that was soon engulfed by
the beating sun. No moisture

and the small snap melted into
the outside world. It was nothing.

out her knife, She mode quick

was left. The trees in the yards

work of her kill, as she was afraid

hod turned musty brown colors.
They hod leaned over, as if

it would slip out of her hand and
run away at any moment. She

to toke a break during a long

skinned it completely and sow
the bulging belly. Tearing out

run. Except, they hod stayed
that way, hunched and bent

the bloated soc, she stashed

tightly at the base. The gross

it in her crinkly plastic grocery
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bog and salvaged what meat
she could. The meat was cold
by now and was beginning
to smell like all the others did.
Rots, though, they smelt worse.
They smelt less like row meat
and more like old cons of meat
that were opened and left
out for a day in the heat. The
heart of the rot was enlarged.
She'd seen it before. The world
was dying. Now the animals
were, too. She looked at the
desolate world around her. She
couldn't get too carried away
in the open. She concealed the
bloody innards and hunched
further under the fallen concrete
overpass. She shoveled the
meat into her mouth, feeling the
blood dry under her nails. She
sucked on them quietly as she
again looked around. Squinting,
watching, jerking her head side
to side, squinting.
Crisscrossing in front
of the cars strewn out along
the roadways, she walked on.
But now, she lingered wearily
on a small blackened white
house. It leaned slightly to the
right side, as though it were

some attractive mole prowling

hod gone into a house looking

for a female in the midst of a

for food only to hove pepper

busy club. The leafy-colored
shutters were hanging sideways

spray shot straight into her eyes.

and some hod been torn off
completely. The choinlink fence
was torn down on one end of
the yard ofter a large oak tree
hod bent over, never to recover
again.
She opened the front
gate and glided over the
buckling rocks that should hove
been stepping stones. She

She'd learned her lesson.
The house certainly
could hove been in worse
shape. She quietly closed the
door and listened. No one
come from hiding. No one
told her to leave. She kicked
a large boot towards the end
of the short hallway that led
into another room. Nothing.

mode her feet lightly touch

Silence. The house shifted its
weight as the wind outside blew.

each stone that might crock,
watching the house to see it

Her bony shoulders softened,
relaxed, and she removed

there were signs of life.

her sunglasses. Pinned to a
wall in front of the door was

The door wore a holiday
sign reading, 'Joy, Hope and
Charity" The maroons and
greens hod lost their luster, but
the wooden letters still stood
as the doormen. She knocked,
knowing no one looking just for
a friend would answer. The door
gave way to her heavy hands
and slid open. Sunglasses on,
she slithered into the house, knife
in left hand with right covering
her mouth and nose. Once, she
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a yellowing piece of paper. It
was typed. She recognized the
orderly and pristine letters and
lines.
Methodically, she
removed her gloves and
shoved them underneath her
armpits. Listening, hearing,
watching. She removed her
boots, and revealed her
beaten and battered socks.
The holes showed bony and

gangly toes curled in unnatural

this all started. I work from

directions. She'd found these

home as a Marketing Advisor.

boots in on outlet store a week
before. They were her size. 7.5.

We have a dog named Dog,
or had one. We found him on

She'd burned the ones that

the street without a collar when

caused her toes to become
so unsightly, so constricted, so

we were dating. He listened to
us when we called him Dog,

foreign. She unlaced them slowly

so it stuck. He ran away when

and continued to listen to the

the house started to shake at

house. She placed her gloves
into her boots and placed them

the beginning. I was mating
socks on the living room floor

neatly near the door, where the

when the walls creaked and

remnant of a table was. She'd
mode herself at home at once.
Removing her scarf, she slumped

trembled. The house came al ive
and seemed to open its Jaws,

against the wall and unpinned

inside and out. He'd been with

the note.

us for nearly 5 years, but was

attempting to eat everything

pushed out by something. I've
Dear Renter,

been terribly lonely without
him. I love animals, in fad. I've

I know I won't be there

been a big adivist for animal

when you get in, otherwise

rights since we got Dog. If he

you wouldn't be reading this

comes back, please feed him

note. So I'll tell you a bit about

and keep him company. He

myself in case we happen to

is a little hesitant at first, but I

run into each other. I pray one

promise you will love him as

day we do run into each other.

much as I do.

This is my home, and my
name is Bethany. My husband,

I ou'II

notice there aren't

Jett, and I moved from the

any photos of us on the walls.

city to the suburbs after he got

I f igured the last thing that

a job as at a manufacturing

people would want

company six months before

look at them. This world doesn't

to do was
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care about the past anymore,

coffee maker included. I'm

as I'm sure you are beginning

sorry to say that I drank all

to understand. I've buried them

the coffee a week ago. I Just

out in the yard which means

wanted to stay awake in case

they could be broken down by

the men looting houses showed

the earth by now. It's January

up. I watched them drag old

10, 2018. I don't care much

Betty across the street out of

for fin ding the photos when I

her house and. . . . She. . . Well,

get back. Otherwise, I would

I'm sorry anyways that there

have taken them along. Besides,

won't be any food for you

I don't want photographs to

when you get here. I ate all

compare who I was to who I

that, too, in the last two weeks.

am.

So now I am going out to find
my husband.
After the first tremble,

my husband didn't return.

I have a few requests

He didn't come back before

if you are living in this home

the second either. I know he

while I am gone. I've called

wouldn't leave me like the

you my renter. You'II pay me

dog did I know he loves

by following a few house rules.

me, so I am going to find

If you don't I may not ever

him. Like I said, he works in

know. Hell, I may be dead by

a manufacturing factory and

now. But nonetheless, I'll tell you

works long hours. I know he is

my requests:

resilient. Strong. If my husband
is reading this, I'm sorry if

First, water my cactus

I haven't made it back. I've

plant. It doesn't need much.

hidden you a note in the place

Codi are resilient and keep the

where we used to hide love

little water they are given in

letters.

reserve. That being said, you
shouldn't eat the cactus. As
Anyways, you'll notice

there is a full kitchen w ith
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you'll notice, I cut off one of
the stems and tried it. It tasted

worse than anything I've ever

battery to write it. I know we

had to eat so far. Also, I had

may never meet. I know that

stomach cramps for a week.

you may kill my cactus and

Move it to the sunniest place in

eat it. But I

the house. My husband bought

away from this world without

this plant for me when I was

you knowing that I was a real

dating him. we'd gone to the

human being who lived in this

nearest hardware store and

house. My photos in the yard

looked through hundreds of

might be gone, but I was real.

little plants. This one was unique

1 want you to remember that

because it had little hot-pink

humanity is still alive and it lives

flowers that opened up when

through the names and dates

the sun would lightly touch its

on the wall. we don't have to

needly exterior.

forget who we are because

don't want to go

the world has forgotten who it
Second leave the office

is.

door shut. There is hole in
the floor and if left open, the

Renter, don't forget to

house drops in temperature

close the door when you leave.

and becomes unlivable.

Don't forget to stay hopeful.

Also,

you'll notice that the books

And above all else, water my

have been taken off the

damn cactus plant.

shelves and burned. The shelves
themselves are yours to burn if

Bethany

you wish. I can't stop you, even
if the idea makes me cringe.

She pinned the note
bock to the wall and followed

Third please write your

the corner into the living room,

name, age and the date on

knife still in hand. There was on

the hallway wall. This letter

overwhelming wet fire smell, like

was a funny idea when I first

the one she remembered as

thought of it. I was holding onto

a child during summer nights in

the last bit of my computer

the woods. The fireplace was
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was open when she followed

now the throat of the house,
blackened and sooty Hungry

the hallway towards the office.

She noticed the potted plant

Someone hod patched the

sitting by the large front window.
It was almost dead by this point.

floor with pieces from the
shelves. The room was dirty, and

The beautiful flowers were frail

the hardwood floor hod deep
cuts and bruises. But no more

and disappeared when she
reached her hand to touch
them. She dribbled a few
droplets of dirty liquid onto the
hunched over plant. She waited
for the plant to chug the little
given and gave some more. She
thought she sow the plant rise
with confidence.

hole. She turned to leave the
room when she noticed that the
wall with the door hod a large
picture of a maze. Someone
must hove drown the labyrinth
on the wall with marker, and
someone else hod tried to
figure out the puzzle with pencil.
The smudges were evident in

The hallway hod names
written and carved into the wall.
Some were young, as young as

all sorts of directions, but finally
someone hod mode it all the
way to the center and bock

little Eliza who was three weeks

again.

old. Most were older, but none
surpassed the 7 5-yeor-old
named Robert. How this house

Touching the wall with
her disfigured fingertips, she felt
the people who hod used the

hod stood out to the coming
people, she did not know. It
was in bod shape, much like

wall. She felt them in the crayon
that smeared when she rubbed

the others. All she knew was that
the plant wasn't entirely dead

too hard. She felt them in the
fingerprints that were a result of

and people hod written on the
wall. The roof was still intact,

wet marker.

although a couple pons were
sitting in the middle of the floor
to catch droplets. The door
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She left the intensity of
the feelings and rested bock
into her cautious attitude. She

moved slowly down the hallway
towards the bedroom. All the
doors were open and showed
a mixture of bedding and
broken furniture. The bedroom
was no different. The sheets
were torn off the bed and
the mattress lay naked and
exposed. The little trinkets on the
nightstand were no longer there.
The night stand hod probably
been eaten up by the house.
The closet hod no more clothes
but skeleton hangers. All the
shoes were strung across the
floor, broken and scuffed. No
one needed a pair of stilettos
in a time like this.
She walked easily around
all the garbage and found the
baseboard she was looking for
by heaving the bed frame aside
slightly. It popped off with a little
jiggle. She reached inside to
find the love letters sitting in a
pile. They hod been hardened
by time and dirt. She delicately
grabbed each one and
stocked them together in front
of her stomach. She wonted to
believe they were fake, that this
world was fake. She stored a

moment longer before peeling
bock the envelope of the most
recently written letter. It was
doted January 10, 2018. She
closed it before she got halfway
through and let the swell of
intensity consume her.
She'd told herself that
maybe he hod forgotten their
special place. Maybe he hod
come home and not read the
note she'd mode. Maybe he'd
mode it home only hours ofter
she left and was in search of her.
Maybe he was hiding from her
and would unveil himself at any
point. She sobbed tears that
dripped onto the hardwood
floor and were absorbed
instantly into the house. It thrived
on her tears. It ate them up.
The sun outside began to
set and she pulled her aching
bock against the wall. The cold
hardwood floor relentlessly
took all of her body heat, and
she shivered. Rationality took
control. She hoisted herself
up and, with letters in hand,
mode her way to the fireplace.
She'd become a different
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person since she'd left this

photo albums she hid in the

house, much like she thought

house attic, calendars and

would happen. But she never

everything else that would burn.

expected herself to become so

Everything. Nothing was safe

strong in so many ways. Starting

from fire, nothing was safe from

a fire become habitual and

this house and its lips smocking

easy Second nature. She was

together. It was never satisfied.

able to manipulate the flames

She watched the fire lick its

so carefully that they spoke

I

lips across the mantel. Fire was

bock to her. The fire was her

your animal when controlled,

companion, giving her heat

harnessed, leashed. But when

when she fed it food. She'd

uncontrolled, it was a monster,

learned the hard way that

eating at your insides and

controlling fire was the most

pulling them apart.

important skill to survive out
there. Now, she started a fire in

The house yawned and

her own home, here, and let it

mooned in pleasure as the fire

burn.

began to consume the ceiling.
She watched as the house
Burn.

become olive as the sun rose,
like a newborn when it needs

Until all the furniture was

to be fed. She delicately

destroyed. She worked tirelessly,

unpinned the note from the

methodically to cut down the

wall and looked at the letters.

couch, shelves and kitchen

The house was empty of all but

cabinets. She grabbed the

these words on these notes that

lost of her shoes and watched

did no one any good. It did no

them melt into submission. She

good for Eliza or Robert or her

grabbed all her first-edition

husband. They all were gone by

novels and threw those in,

the time she mode it here. There

too. She stashed the letters

was no more here.

safely into her jacket pocket
as she burned the yearbooks,
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She tossed them into the

The fire consumed the

fire and watched as the house

hallway now, the names, the

consumed them. All the words

ages. She walked herself into

were eaten up. All the sentences

the fire and felt herself being

smashed and ruined. She let

swallowed up into the belly. The

the fire consume the intensity

intensity was gone, the light was

in her body. The heat dried up

gone, all was gone. But the fire

all efforts of tears. The fireplace

still wanted more.

ate it all gladly and asked for
more. She threw the cactus into
the flames and watched the
fireplace chew and chew and
chew until the tough, resilient skin
was no more. More. But by now
the house was empty and the
fire was no longer controllable.
All that remained was her
boots, gloves and scarf neatly
stacked in the corner. She put
them on as she always had. She
replaced her sunglasses as the
June sun started to beat upon
the old and dingy house. She
traced her fingers along the
names and ages of all of her
renters. They'd all been here
and she imagined they were
with her now. She imagined her
husband was dancing in the
flames, smiling, showing his tiny
chin and crinkled forehead.
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Whether to (puff) keep the (inha le) smoke from (exhale) controlling me. ..
dancing in the air about my face. Tempting me.
Whether to (uuuhhh) stop the (ohhh) desires from (yeesss) toking me. ..
fingers swallowing my body. Drowning me.
Whether to (pissst) let go of (cluugg) the bottle before (guulp) I've finished. ..
relaxing the troubles down. Possessing me.
Whether to (chinng) hold bock ( $ $) from losing ( $ $ $ $) what I hove left...
easier to spend than save right? Consuming me.
Or to Clater') do what (not yet) I need (wait) to do. ..
to quit.............
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Your typical love-hate relationship.
Its blood stingsa corrosive fluid that some actually like.
It deserves to be sliced-sliced thinly
enough so the acid is forced out but leaks
onto your cutting board so it could stain it like
it stained the buds of your tongue.
A bloody mess.
But one slice-maybe two-I pinch and lift
under the bun and maybe some ketchup too.
I'll odd it to some pasta, tikko mosolo
or even that illustrious ricotta.
But eating it like on apple? No thank you.
Can't skin it either and expect it
to hold without unleashing a corros ive
b loodbath.
So I'll just stick with my trusty ketchup.
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Children of the world will learn to live without
Ton ight; they're the little dog in a monumental fight
Isn't that what capital ism is all about?
A fire burns bright, smoke b illows in from the south
While o ne percent dine in fire light,
Children of the world will learn to live without
How co n they be hungry with bread in their mouth?
We sent pennies lost month to our conscience delight
Isn't that what capitalism is all about?
The other side couldn't understand drought
The desert is caught in a d ifferent water fight
Children of the world will learn to live without
White fence, b ig yard, the American dream no doubt
Long hours, work hard, focus on what's in plain sight
Isn't that what capitalism is all about?
So many cry at the dreadful sound
So many shy at the appalling sight
Children of the world will learn to live without
Isn't that what capitalism is all about?
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Too often I feel I'm in the old man's shoes
withered and torn,
wh ipped by the cold winds of age
but my heart keeps a beat
as I'm lost and caught without a clue
down and out
a dirty rotten writer
with a handful of words
and pockets of a few poems
there's no pretty p icture for the grip we feel
the horrifying sharp breath we draw over silence
your thoughts g rabbing and stabbing at your flesh
like dork tree roots with the ir fingers at poor soil's throat
looking out through eyes with painted-on composure
in hopes you won't notice that
I'm real ly just a fool
with the smell of exhaust on my lungs
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YOU WOULDN'T
WANT TO BE ALIV
CHRIS MURDOCH

Cigarette smoke billowed up
and hung against the ceiling of the

even worse, as he hod a debt to return

small, creaky building as it d id most

to the Podunk bar owner known as

nights. Hidden in the commotion of

Sindy He rarely showed up besides only

yammering, hooting and hollering and

to collect from the till, or deduct from his
paycheck for "fees." It seemed to be on

general bullshitting, Charlie leaned his
lanky, soiled body against the bar as

neck. To wonder would mean death or

he watched over his patrons with a

inescapable situation. Over the years,
Charlie hod learned that worrying did

rather monotonous expression. Most of

nothing and hoping created further

his customers tonight were regulars and

disappointment.

were walking smoke stocks. Even when
a cig wasn't pressed between their
crocked lips, you could probably catch

Glancing to the side, he mused
at the holes along the wall, tracing

a whiff of their charcoal lungs from

the battered mop board all the way

forty feet away The disgusting habit

behind the bar, and the holes even

managed to elude the young man, but

continued up beside the counter top.

instead the bottle hod token its place.

About to loop around the room once
more, some scuffling caught Charlie's

Not thinking much of it, his long,

eye. Tilting his head to the side, he

dirtied nails cl icked against the bottle

waited. Soft glistening whiskers and

of Jock in his right hand to the loud rock

block beaded eyes curiously blinked

music blaring out through the cramped

to him before the small grey creature

interior of the whittled-down building

inched out of its home and looked over

more suited to be called a shock by

the sea of drunkards. Biting the inside

this point. Its wooden floors were dor~

of his chee~ the boy began to think he
wasn't so different from these things, he

musty and uneven from the countless
bloody brawls and spilled alcohol to
which the dirt and dust were a welcome
cover. The windows were even shabbier
and crusted over with crocks and hadn't
been cleaned in years, as Charlie hod

sow them all the time, and they didn't
bother him much. He was something : o
small in a sea of smoke and large men.
Without thinking, he twisted the cop

discovered the attempt wasn't worth the

off of the Jock Daniels in his hand and
splashed a small amount of the amber

slicing of his hands.

liquid into the cop, setting it down by
the creature. The action sent it fleeing,

Inner-city life was difficult. The
concrete jungle was crumbling down

yet Charlie's fingers pushed it closer to
the hole.

as the money bled out into the veins of
'He will come bock out,' he

politicians and mobs. Charlie was just
one mouse in the nest of low lives and

mused, toking a swig of the whiskey

thieves, yet he couldn't wonder for, as

himself

the leash was firmly imbedded into his
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Indeed, the mouse peered
bock out soon enough, and upon
seeing the offering, it gently stalked
forward, sniffing into the cop, which
dampened its whiskers. Licking its pink
lips, the mouse soon went for more
and finished off its serving quite loyally.
Charlie pushed his elbows down into
the counter top and rested his weight
on one leg.

You little bastard you haven't
paid your tab in five months... The small
rodent sot bock on its haunches and
began licking its paws and grazing
them bock over its face leisurely.

I guess I can let it slide; you 're a
pretty good guy. A smirk crossed his lips.
I say that and yet I don't even
know your namA sudden shout pulled
his attention over to a burly older
gentleman with plenty of meat sloshing
beneath on old-looking tuxedo. He
was leaning bock in his choir to the
point the poor thing bowed under its
burden. The man hod a rather square
head for such a round body; even the
fingers that gripped the man's beer
looked like freshly greased sausages
lavished with pre-owned rings of all
colors. The man wasn't alone, and two
similar looking individuals sot with him, all
huddled around a small worn out round
table off to the side. Another crock
from the plump man sent his buddies
into rounds of laughter which only grew
louder as sausage hands burrowed

into his bearded eyebrows and waved
a pork finger at him. Charlie internally

"You don't pay, Shirley," Charlie
scoffed.

sighed and shoved off from the bar,
abandoning the opened booze and

"I do my duty to this community!

troubled friend to bring another round

Sindy recognizes my efforts, and so what

of watered beer to the table. This jock-

if I get a bit of a reword?" Shirley leaned

off enjoyed tormenting Charlie almost

forward over the table, lacing his fingers

on a nightly basis.

together. Charlie could practically hear
the buttons on his suit straining under

Slamming the bottle down
onto the table, Charlie kept his head
from bowing at the group, "Shirley," he

the effort to keep bock his gut.
Charlie clenched his jaw

acknowledged.
"Awe, hey now, I bet he is
"Ah! My Charlie-Boy! I love what
you've done with the place!"

helping out a buddy!" Lee jested.
"Shiet yo man, we got'o fellow

The terrible sarcasm sent
chuckles through his buzzed buddies,
Lee and Desmond, who were relatively

mouse befo' us gents! Sir Mouse!"
"More like, Lord Mouse!"

harmless like children but were just as
cruel verbally Unconsciously, Charlie
wiped his hands off on his pit-stained

"King mouse! He been doin' his
subjects good with free booze!"

off-white t-shirt before tucking them
away in his pockets.

"Well he certainly is small
enough-scrawny, too!" Charlie was

"We see you've mode a new
friend! Why don't you get that fucker to

used to the laughing, but felt on odd
stirring deep within his chest.

buy a round for us?!" Shirley jobbed his
elbow into Lee's arm, who was chuckling
through gritted teeth.

Shirley chugged the rest of
his beer then flipped the bottle in his
fingers, holding the neck like a pencil

"Hey jus· a sec Shirl, I didn't

and nodded towards the grey little

see no cash; he prolly runn in' a tab!"

creature still blissfully grooming itself on

Desmond exclaimed and shook his
bottle to his friends.

the counter.
"Bet I can't hit it?"

"Ah, shit-the hell om I paying for
this for!?"

"Pfft-fuck, Shirl, I bet yo' twenty
yo' can't hit the for wal l, let alone a furry
cockroach."
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the filthy floor. The room held its breath
"Don't." Charlie's eyes narrowed.

as Lee and Desmond went to help

"It's gonna be a close coll!"

shooed them away with more cursing.

him bock onto his feet yet the fat man
Once on his feet the man jobbed a
"If you hit that fucker,

I'll shit my

hand towards Charlie.

pants, Shirl!"
"You INGRATE! Sindy will hear
Most of the bar hod noticed

of this and so will the mob, you'll owe

the commotion and turned towards the

this shit hole your cock before they'll

table, chortling and swigging at their

ever let you leave the city!" He wiped

booze in anticipation. Before the boy

his sniffling face before shaking his hand

could utter another word, the brown

bock to Charlie's face.

bottle was airborne, flipping end over
end in a high arch. Time seemed to

"You like rodents so much

stand still to Charlie, his blue eyes wide
and fingers curling into fists.

because you ARE one! Well, be my
fucking guest King Rot!" Shirley then spit

The bottle picked up momentum
as it fell at just the right angle and

the dozed boy As the man waddled

onto the floor and turned his bock on

crashed into the tiny animal, sending it

out of the bar, the patrons cleared
a path then slowly followed suit with

flying off the counter with a loud shriek

murmuring, yet Charlie only ran bock

that was followed by the shattering of

over to the bar and grabbed the edge

gloss. The entire floor went into hysterics,

of the counter as he looked down at
the small body surrounded in gloss and

hollering and cheering. Lee slopped his
palm down hard onto Shirley's shoulder

coated with blood.

as tears rolled down his face from
laughter. Charlie didn't hear any of it; he

'King rot...?' He bent down to the

while he pulled his fists from his pockets

creature, unable to toke his eyes off of
its form. His fingers carefully picked away

and shot his right arm forward. Shirley

the gloss.

could feel his heart beating in his ears

looked up just in time to widen his own
shit-brown eyes before the blow mode

Tm just on ordinary mouse... ·

contact right in the side of his face,
which sent the fat man flying bock out
of his choir-and with a loud crash, the
raucous swiftly died.
"ARCH! FUCK! My goddamn
face-what the HE LL!" Shirley covered
his face with his hands as he rolled on
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The sound of Celeste's
footsteps echoed through the vast
emptiness of the cove, steady thuds
mingling with the dripping of water and
a distant roaring river. Shimmering azure
patterns danced on the surface of the
slate rock as the small girl plodded
post a dork body of water. The cavern
walls narrowed to on aperture spitting
a faint beam of light which illuminated
motes of skittering dust. Celeste fell to
her knees and crawled through the
opening, pausing for a moment to
consider a wet patch of soil nearby.
She stuck her fingers in and scooped
up a boll of glistening mud, shoving
the filth into a pocket of her tottered
jeans. She turned bock toward the
orifice and sucked in a deep breath
of air as her head emerged from the
cove.
The sky was a canopy
of crisscrossing steel beams and
exposed wires looming over a vast
field of rusted metal walkways and
ladders, twisting down like artificial
cliffs, the abyss below shrouded by a
cyan haze. The light in this place was
solely artificial, a few flickering manstars tucked away in for corners of the
ceiling. A rotten stench clung to the air.
The steel toe of Celeste's boot struck
a handrail as the petite child wormed
her way out from the naked earth
below, prompting a metallic clang
which reverberated deep into the
facility
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She scuttled to her feet and
carefully assumed a steady balance,
the crooked walkway shifting and
creaking as she moved along it,
Celeste constantly reaching up to
squeeze the handrail with her stubby
fingers. As she paced around a bend
with one side to the great foll and
the mist, the girl stopped and stored
downward. Smooth, rust-stained,
massive walls like inverted skyscrapers
dropped off into nothingness. As
Celeste held the air in her chest and
marveled at the vast expanse, a
sudden crashing sound rang out. With
a mighty groan, the steel walkway
shuddered and snapped, hurtling the
girl through the air and into the fog.
Wind whipped post with a
deafening screech, the steel tower
a blur of silver-copper beams and
roils. As Celeste tumbled through the
air and spun, she noticed something
falling alongside her. A rough chunk of
ancient steel whooshed post the girl
and positioned itself underneath, then
slowly began to ascend. The girl felt
cold metal press against her side, and
suddenly, the falling stopped.
The oxidized platform beneath
Celeste was attached to a long metal
arm protruding from the central tower.
As she lie on her bock panting and
shaking, storing at the point where
the tower faded into mist, another
protrusion sprouted forth from the spire,
this one smaller and more delicate.

Attached to the end was on orb
the size of a head with a massive,
unblinking green eye and spindly meta
arms with various tools attached which
constantly pivoted and spun, creating
a metallic whir.
"Altitude consternation
evaluation complete. Please
remain still while I extract necessary
information," the eye said with a
soothing monotone mole voice, only
tinged with artificiality Frigid arms
reached out and p inned Celeste to
the metal while a syringe revealed
itself, pushing a fat needle into her
bicep. She could feel on aching throb
as the plunger drained the blood from
her arm and into a gloss viol. Celeste's
forearm was covered with scars from
needles and b lades, remnants of post
extractions and suicide attempts.
"Evaluation? You knocked me
off the fucking tower on purpose?"
Celeste said through clenched teeth.
She thrashed about, rattling the thin
steel arms which bound her.
"Remain calm or else
disciplinary measures will be enacted"
the eye's voice chirped with the some
friendly demeanor. Celeste struggled
and grunted for several more seconds,
when a sudden jolt of searing pain
reverberated throughout her body.
The girl screamed and collapsed
into a stillness. After a long moment of
silence, the machine began to retract

its limbs and pull the needle from her

sideways as if curious, and asked,

skin. The platform creaked and began

"Why do you strugg le?"

rising up, foster and faster toward the
tower's apex Her arms and legs now

The ascension ground to

free, Celeste propped herself up and

halt, Celeste and Broker still for from

examined the robot with its array of

the tower's peak, as the artificial

surgeon's tools and blinking lights,

hands skittered and nipped at the

those groping faux-hands dangling

girl 's clothing with sharp fingers. The

uselessly beneath it. The mechanical

eye revolved around her, coming
uncomfortably close, the digital pupil
dilating and constricting. At lost,
Celeste spoke.

being hod a name-Broker.
"I found the device you asked
for," Celeste hollered over the air
whoosh ing post. Broker's eye swiveled

"I sow you kill those men, Broker.

to the girl once more, and the thin

While I was scavenging for that piece

metal arms reached out toward her,

of electronic shit, one night I slept in

clicking with anticipation.

a turbine at the scrapyard. I heard
voices. Those men, with the masks

"Satisfactory performance. You

and the guns... You killed them," she

continue to produce efficacious results

replied, still dangling on the precipice

and will be preserved for impending

of a sheer drop. But Broker wouldn't

evaluations," Broker said As his sows

end her suffering. Time and time again,

and needles approached, Celeste

when Celeste attempted to kill herself,

scooted away slightly and crossed her

Broker would repair the wound or insert

arms.

cybernetic organs to replace the
damaged ones. "Why won't you let me
'Tm not giving it to you yet. I

die?" Her voice crocked as she said it.

hove a request," Celeste replied with
on arrogant tone. One of Broker's

Broker's eye faded from green

sows started spinning and screeching,

to teal, slowly assuming a dork blue.

startling the girl into uttering a nervous

The machine's fingers paused and

squeal.

drew bock, jittering brought to a halt
by the scored girl's words. They sot
"Do not make requests.

there for a long while as the artificial

Compliance is necessary or else

intelligence considered what hod

disciplinary measures wil l be enacted,"

been said

Broker spouted his usual line. But ofter,
the eye-creature cocked itself

"Use of force is necessary
when intruders ore detected in any
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region of my body," Broker declared,

Celeste, shoved a hand into a pants

his eye shifting from blue to green

pocket sopping wet with sticky mud.

once more. The body he referred

She curled a fist around the muck

to was the entire structure from steel

and wailed as she flung it directly into
Broker's eye, covering the screen with

sky to cyan abyss, stretching out for
hundreds of miles. Broker was a massive
labyrinthine lifeform capable of nearly
anything.

a thick brown sludge.
She lunged at Broker, leaping
off of the platform to dongle from his

'Tm the one who reactivated

spider-like limbs. Celeste bolled her

you," said Celeste, her voice barely a

hand around a syringe and pressed

whisper. It grew louder. "I command you
to stop killing people."

against the side of the needle until
it snapped off in her palm, sending
blood trickling down her wrist. She

"Negative," replied Broker,
his eye shifting to scan upward. The

curled up her legs, pressed her feet
against Broker's muddy torso, and

platform groaned and began to rise

pushed off with all her strength. A buzz

again. "Intruders threaten scientific

sow sliced her arm open as she fell,

progress.

but she hod broken free of Broker's
arms with a needle in hand.

Celeste began to laugh. She
rose to her feet and tottered as she
struggled to gain balance on the
rising hunk of steel. Broker bocked off
slightly, then held steadfast, unafraid of

As she soared down through
the mist, Celeste closed her eyes
and regulated her breathing. She
pressed the needle into her neck,

the tiny girl. She kept walking forward

then grasped it with both hands like

with a determined stride, and Broker's

a handle. She began to wrench it

green eye become tinged with yellow

sideways, tearing into her own jugular.

as she approached.

Celeste shrieked and opened her
eyes with the sudden shock of pain.

She reached into her pants

In the distant folds of fog, she spied

and removed a microchip, its purpose

the glowing eye of Broker, traveling

unknown to her. All of Broker's tools

down with her, watching. His eye is

grasped for the thing, but Celeste

blue. As she fell, Broker shrank, smaller

flashed a toothy grin and turned

and smaller, into the haze, until he

her body She swiveled her torso

eventually vanished. Celeste's lips

and hurled the microchip off into the

ported with a smile as she realized

aquamarine. Broker's platform stopped

that-for the first time in so many years-

with a jolt, and before he could react

she was finally alone.
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I woke in a panic, so I asked if we could meet. It was out of the blue since we haven't
spoken in months. He said "That's fine, just give me the place and time, but you won't
like what I hove to soy." I took it with a groin of salt and met up anyway He reminded
me of the time we went to our favorite place.
I said I'd jump right ofter you-you jumped. I didn't.
anyway
I should hove jumped, but I didn't. I could hove said that
I did and no one would've known but you. I could hove
told on elaborate tole of how high it was and
how I wasn't even scored. How the adrenaline
rushed through my veins as I fel l through the air,
but I didn't.
It wasn't even that high but I was still scored.
The adrenaline rushed as I just stood thereas the faint chanting of my name come from below
I pondered consequence ofter consequence in
my head.
I should hove jumped. And I d idn't.
Years poss. I'm ready now
I'm ready to jump but the cl iff's no longer there.
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Freshly fallen snow blankets
the land, creating a calming silence
broken only by the sound of snow
crunching underneath me as I move.
Trees dot the landscape. Not quite

out here and hove no idea which
way it is bock to the rood. My friends
know that I come out this way, so
they should coll for help when they
don't hear from me, but how long is

a forest, but still a rather sign ificant
port of the landscape. A river, long

that going to toke? There's no way I

frozen over, swerves to the east

blizzard hos since passed and the

along the landscape, eventually

sun hos broken through the clouds in
several p laces.

descending down to a vol ley off in

con just wait here for that. Luckily, the

the distance. If it is any conso lation,
at least I picked a beautiful place to
get lost.

Struggling to my feet, I brace
my arm against the tree to help
myself up. I get a solid footing and

My car hod stalled out,
probably from the blizzard, and I

begin walking off to find something.
Where to go, though, is the question.

turned it off and went out to check
the problem. I couldn't even see

The river is a noticeable landmark, so
following it should make sure I'm not

a foot ahead of myself, and the
moment my hand got away from the

just wondering around in circles.

car, I was b lind. It should hove been
right there. I should hove been able
to just step forward to get bock to

The trail of footprints behind
me keeps growing. At least a mile

the car, but there was nothing there.

long, if not two at this point. My body
won't stop shaking, and my eyelids

I kept reaching out, trying to touch
the car, but with no success. I began
walking through the wind and snow

keep growing heavier. I cross my arms
in a desperate attempt to conserve
warmth, but it hos little effect. I can't

beating against me, hoping to find
anything to grab onto. I think I might

lost out here much longer.

hove gone over a hill- maybe two, I
don't know for sure. Finally, I managed

Wait, what's thot7 There's
something moving off in the distance.

to find this tree through the storm and

It's a little hard to make out, but it hos

hove been sitting at the base of it

to be a woman standing there. Thank
heavens, I'm saved! If it wasn't for her

since.
I know I shouldn't hove gone
away from the rood, but that doesn't
matter much at this point. I'm already
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block hair she'd be unnoticeable, her
white clothes and pole skin b lending
in with the snow.

"H-hey!" I shout out. The
woman just stands there, unmoving.
She must not have heard me. "Hello!"
I shout again while holding my arms
outstretched. Still nothing. My legs
buckle underneath

me as

I hurry over

to her. Upon approach, the details
of her clothes come into view. She
wears nothing but a white kimononot even a winter one, but a light
summer kimono. Despite that, she
stands firm, seemingly unaffected by
the cold.
"H-h-hello. I-I'm so g lad to

s-see you.

I'm lost out here and need

to go warm up i-inside," I manage
to say through my chattering teeth.
Slightly taller than me, she looks down
at me with an indifferent expression.
I clutch her bare hand and find
it noticeably cold to the touch,
even through my mittens. "Y-you're
so c-cold, you need to get inside
too." Maintaining her silence, she
continues to focus on me. "P-pplease say s-something," I plea. She
breaks her gaze and looks off into
the distance while raising her arm to
point at something. Looking over, I

see a

small cabin nestled into the
snow-covered hillside where she is
pointing.
A wave of relief washes over

me. Finally, a way out of the cold.
"Is that y-your house?" I ask. Again,
nothing but her piercing gaze. 'l-let' s

hurry back th-there and out of the
c-cold." I let go of her hand and

After taking off my mittens,

begin heading off toward the cabin.

I grab the piece of quartz and a

Looking back, I see her following

steel tool sitting beside the fire pit.

behind slowly. We walk together over

The steel glances off of the quartz

the half-mile or so to the cabin in

as I bring my arm down to strike it.

silence. Who is this mysterious woman?

I need to do better than that to

What is she doing out here anyways,

start a fire. Once again I try to strike

and why is she silent? She must be

the rock with the steel, but this time I

able to understand me. Maybe she's

miss entirely and the two go sai ling

just doing what anyone would do if

by each other. Focus, I just need

they found someone freezing. She

to focus. One good strike is all I

could even just be mute.

need. Fire is al l I that matters, but I
can't even feel my arms, let alone

As we approach, the

control them e nough to start a fire.

shivering in my body slowly decreases

I've always chastised my sister for her

to the point that it stops completely.

smoking habit, but I'd give anything

At least there's that until we make it

for her lighter right now. Okay, this one

to the cabin. Unfortunately, despite

is it. The steel clashes with the quartz,

my p rotests, my legs find it harder and

yet still fails to produce sparks as I

harder to press onwards. I have to

lose my grip on them and they slide

fight every step to just keep going.

out of my hands and into the pit

Despite my own difficulty, the woman

below.

is keeping a steady pace, not
showing any weakness.

A gust of cold wind blows
from the door. Looking over, I see the
woman standing there in the door

Swinging the door open, the

frame. "The fire. .. it won't light. I can't

interior of the cabin comes into view.

do it," I say to her. "Can you light it?

Though it's small a nd lacks many

Please, you have to." She gives no

modern amenities, the quaint one

answer and floats across the room,

room of the cabin is still a sight for

stopping in front of a bed. "A bed?

sore eyes. Unfortunately, it's not much

That's a great idea, I need to get

warmer than outside. I rush in and

under the blankets. Sleep is what

collapse to my knees in front of the

I need right now, the fire can wait.

hearth in the center of the cabin. No

Thank you." Unable to stand, I slowly

fire burns, yet wood shavings and

make my way over on all fours and

charcoal already sit ready to be lit.

barely manage to pull myself onto
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the bed and get the sheets over me.
She disrobes her kimono,
revealing the entirety of her pole
porcelain skin and lies down on
top of the bed beside me. From the
window of the cabin, I see snowflakes
falling outside, each a beacon
of light like the stars in the sky. "It's
started snowing. Isn't it beautiful?" I
soy to her. A delicate, gentle smile
grows across her face and is the final
thing I see before closing my eyes to
sleep
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This is it. The moment
I've been waiting for. I've been

If it was up to me, I'd leave
most of this junk behind, or better

wondering this barren post-

yet, skip over most of these houses

apocalyptic wasteland for what

entirely. But sadly, it's not up to me.

feels like days. The air is so thick with

Nothing is, but that's the life of a

pollution I con barely

see

more than

video game star.

a few hundred yards ahead of me.
Not that there's much of a view out

It's a good job, but it's not

as

here anyway. If you've seen one

g lamorous as it sounds-especially

broken-down, rusted car, you've

on days like this-scavenging

seen them all. At least I haven't run

empty houses. There hos to be

into any giant, radioactive scorpions

on achievement for collecting

lately. I've spent most of my day

this crop. I never understood that

moving from one dilapidated, barely

term, "Achievement." My player

standing, half-burned house to the

hasn't achieved anything. I haven't

next. All of which ore long-since

achieved anything. Sure, I might be

abandoned and most reek of rotten

the star of my own game, but my life

wood and animal urine. I hove to

hos no meaning.

tread carefully. The floors ore littered
with the broken, charred remains of
what used to be a roof.

I just go through the motions,
doing as I'm told. Never getting
a soy in where I go or what I do.

I go from room to room

That honor goes to my player, a

searching every cabinet, dresser,

foul mouthed 13-yeor-old named

and broken fridge for useful items.

GregerMeister87. Humans hove such

Sometimes I find good stuff like

weird names.

ammo, edible food, or ports I con
use to mod my weapons. Sadly, most

He decides everything. Even

of the things I find ore junk. I can't

the little things, like what I wear. His

count how many empty bottles and

latest "gift" is on oversized purple

bobby pins I've picked up. I grab

fedora with a zebra print bond

everything in sight, collecting useless

and a big green feather hanging

crop like it's going out of style. I con

off the side. I look ridiculous. Do

only carry so much. Why bother with

humans actually dress like that or

stuff I can't use, scrap, or sell?

is this guy just messing with me7
My player also hos a soy over my
basic needs. He decides where or
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if I sleep, what and when I eat, and
even when I'm allowed to attend to
my wounds. He usually waits until I'm
on death's door before letting me
crock open a med kit. Does he think
I like getting shot? That shit hurts. I'm
a slave to my player's every whim.
Hell, he doesn't even let me use
my real name. My friends coll me
Shown, but GregerMeister8 7 named
me "Assfoce". I'm not sure what was
wrong with Shown. Maybe it isn't
human enough.
I'm just rambling now. I've
been bored so long I almost forgot
why I was getting excited in the first
place. Finally, all this walking is going
somewhere. We're closing in on a
known Raiders' nest, and with any
luc~ the first bit of action I've seen in
hours.
The mundane scavenging
is done for now. We left the barely
standing houses behind a while
ago. I con see the Raiders' nest at
the end of the street. It's much more
intact than most of the buildings
that fill this shithole I coll home. It's
tall, spacious, and mode of solid
concrete. I think it used to be a
factory of some kind. It's the perfect
place for a pock of Raiders to hong
their heads.

We step inside. The room is

me with a smile on her face. Mork isn't

practically empty. I look around the

for behind her, but he doesn't look

room, waiting for danger to jump

as happy to see me.

out at me. I see old boxes and a
few broken-down forklifts. There's a

I'm embarrassed that I didn't

rusted metal staircase, and a floor

realize this is their place. Sure,

littered with empty bullet casings, but

I've been wondering around on

not a soul in sight. Suddenly I hear

autopilot not paying much attention

gunfire. I'm under attack from several

to where my player is toking me,

direction. I still can't see the shooters.

but it's not like I haven't been here

It's amazing I haven't been hit yet.

before.

Then I see one of the Raiders in the
"It's good to see you guys.

shadowy area across the room. I
raise my trusty assault rifle and begin

What hove you guys been up to?

to toke aim ...

Rob any formers lately?" I ask jokingly
Roxy's smile quickly turns

PAUSE

into on eye-roll, "God Shown, do
"Come on!" I exclaim in

you ever drop character?" I guess

frustration. "We were just getting to

my joke didn't land like I thought it

the good port. Does he hove any

would.

idea how bored I've been?"
"You know I'm just yanking
"Hear that, you guys?" cries a

your chain. Seriously though, what
hove you guys been up to 7 I haven't

familiar voice from across the room.
"Mr. Action Hero over here is bored."

seen any of you in days." It's been

One of the Raiders steps out of the

even longer since I've run into them

shadows and starts walking toward

during a pause when we con be

me.

ourselves.
"Lorry? Is that you?" I ask,

already knowing the answer.

"Pretty much just hongin' out
here." Mork chimes in. "Think we get
to go off n' explore like you?"

"Were you expecting Donkey
Kong?" That's Lorry, always a joker.
"Mork and Roxy ore here too." Roxy

"It's not all it's crocked up to
be," I explain with a sigh. ''I've been

comes out of the shadows to greet

rummaging through old busted-
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up houses all day. My player hos

She seems to hove more to

me looking through dressers and

soy, but Mork interrupts. "Yeah, thanks

shit trying to find loot. How many

for that. It's starting to smell in here,

wrenches does a guy need? God, I

yo prick. It's cool though. Dude's

could use a beer. Got any?"

always wostin' our ammo. Screw him!"
There he goes again. Classic Mork.

"Really dude?" Lorry replies.

"Don't give me that crop."

"We've been trapped here for days

Roxy odds. "You miss him as much as

waiting for you to come along so we

the rest of us."

hove something to do and the first
thing you do is complain?"
"Speak for yourself, cutie. Just
"Yeah n' yo think we'll just be
cool with yo drinking all our beer

cause yo got a thing for him doesn't
mean the rest of us wont him around."

again? Oh n' nice hot by the way.
Do they make a men's version?"
That's Mork for yo. He thinks he's

"You can't be serious" she
replies with a huff.

hilarious, but he's really just annoying.
I imagine everyone hos at least one

"No, I'm just jokin bout you

co-worker they can't stand but hove

actually likin' him. We all know you're

to put up with. He's not wrong about

just tryin' to get ahead by gettin' with

the hot though. This thing sucks. Why

the boss."

can't I dress like these guys? They
all wear normal stuff like leather

"Oh god. Just give it a rest,"

jackets and makeshift armor pieced

Roxy replies, clearly exasperated.

together out of old car ports. I look

"Con you believe this guy, Shown?

like a dork compared to them.

Like it's not hard enough for women
to break into this industry without

"Funny dude," I reply, hoping
he'll drop it. "By the way, where's

having to deal with misogynistic
douchebogs like him."

Jimmy?"
'Just don't listen to him," I reply.
'jimmy hasn't re-spawned yet"
Roxy answers. "We're still scraping

"He hos a screw loose. I think his
source code is missing a few zeros."

pieces of his face out of the air

duct.''

"What did you just soy to
me?" Mork screams. "You're lucky we
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can't shoot right now, pol."

but it's mostly tedious. Sure, I get to
explore our world but not on my own

"Ok guys, let's just change

terms. My player calls all the shots.

the subject," Lorry chimed in. He's a

At least you guys hove each other.

good friend. I don't know if I could

Most of the time my only companion

put up with Mork if he wasn't around,

is that freokin ' puppet master

and I know Roxy couldn't. "Shown, yo

GregerMeister87. My life is literally a

see the game lost week?"

game to him."

"You mean the other day

"Ok dude, I've heard

when GregerMeister8 7 was getting

enough." Lorry chimes in. 'just shut up

his ass handed to him in Madden?

and listen to me for a second. We've

Yeah, that was great."

been friends for a long time. It used
to be fun when you come around,

"That's the one. What was
that other p layers name again?"

and I wont to go bock to that, so
you need to get over this. 'My life is
a game to him.· No shit man, we're in

"Boghdod_AssUp"

a game! Jesus dude, you're the star
of the game! You think you hove it so

"Hoho, what?!" Roxy chuckled.

rough, like you're the on ly one of us

"Why don't they ever hove normal

with any p roblems. We all get bored,

names?"

Shown, it comes with the territory."

"What con I soy? Humans ore
weird. So you didn't watch? I don't

"Yeah! Think we wonted to
hear this whiny crop today?"

imagine there's much else to do
around here."

"Shut up, Mork. You're not
helping. Anyway, like I was saying, I

"You con soy that again, but

know I'm just a small cog in the gears

as boring as it is around here I just

that run this world, but you don't hear

can't get into football." Roxy pauses

me complaining. I've accepted my

and lets out a slow breath. "God, I'd

lot in life. At least we aren't working

give anything to be out there going

behind the scenes. There ore teams

on adventures like you."

of guys like us who do nothing but
run calculations a ll day. Tolk about

"Be careful what you wish for. I
might
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see more action than you guys

tedious. But your life sucks, right? You
act like you're somehow superior to

the race that created us. Yeah, we

all standing back where we started,

exist to serve the humans. So what?

and I'm back in the thick of things.

At least we got to have some fun

Bullets zipping past my head. The

along the way. Especially you. You

deafening sound of a grenade

aren't confined to just a few blocks

going off just behind me. The

like us." Larry pauses for a second.

transition is disorienting. Just seconds
ago, I was chatting with my friends,

'Just look at Roxy. Think she

and now I have to get back into

wouldn't trade places with you in a

combat mode. Just as I was about to

second? We all would."

concede, preparing myself to take
a bullet to the head and have to

I do look over at Roxy and

start this campaign over again, I see

suddenly it hits me. The longing look

Mark in the corner of my eye. As luck

on her face soys it all. Everything

would have it, GregerMeister8 7 sees

Lorry said was right. All this time I've

him too and starts to point me in his

been complaining that I don't get a

direction. I lift my rifle, put Mark in my

soy in where GregerMeister8 7 takes

sights, and squeeze the trigger. My

me, not realizing that I actually have

bullet enters straight through Mark's

it pretty good. I might not be the

eye and I can't help but imagine

one calling the shots, but I still get to

that Roxy is smiling inside as much as

go out and experience all that this

I am.

expansive open-world environment
hos to offer. For every empty house
I search, there's something more

Screw you, Mork.

interesting waiting for me. She
doesn't have that opportunity, and
likely never will. Maybe I should stop
focus ing on the mundane and learn
to enjoy the little things.
I didn't have time to express
my newfound optimism, though.
Just as I was coming to this minor
epiphany, my player comes back
and the game resumes.
In the blink of an eye, we're
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the siren sounds in the square
alerti ng that the beast hos
risen again.
people quickly shuffle inside houses,
locking doors, closing shutters,
hearts rattling anxiously in the ir chests.
they hold their breathno babies cry. eerie silence
looms over their roofs like a shadow.
the beast comes stalking
on careful tiptoes
(as to not upset the eerie silence.)
he saunters on his haunches,
surly, eyes b lind with cataract,
sniffing around for immaculate blood.
he sees darkness, but con smell the light
inside human veins, al l ichor and ooze.
now he drops his head to the ground, and listens.
whispers shatter the nervous quiet
'Tm not a fraid," a small voice echoes.
then, a shy shape comes to greet the beast.
she stands in complete stillness,
and the beast lifts his snout
to her cheek, and inhales.
the curious and macabre peek throug h slots,
most ore still trying to slow their hearts.
the beast, of course, comp lacently obliges.
o fter he makes a mess of her bones,
the siren sounds again,
and the beast pods away, satisfied.
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Friends,
this is me telling you how I don't know how
to tell you how I feel.
Like when I feel this burning passion in my chest
and I don't know why it's always "burning"
always "flaming" always... something else I know.
Or how I use the word sod. sod. sod. depressing all the time,
it makes me wont to go crazy and yet how. many. times.
hove I told you I'm "crazy"?
I also hear that love is grand and I believe it so
but those four letters on my lips ore always so short they taste of cliches
like roses, red, fa lling in, breaking up, more roses, and maybe
starstruck.

I could tell you I'm feeling mod when I've been p loyed
or sour when I've been touche'd but neither of which describe how infuriating
it is to use "inftrioting" when I'm actually violent.
no, seething.
no, boiling
Burning!
But wasn't that passion? And red was love I guess instead

I'll soy mad
Friends, when I'm humiliated
I sink to a place where "sinking" isn't overused,
and I'm no longer comfortable using "awkward" in its place.
When you laugh or give me pity I feel shitty but more so
my self consciousness becomes conscious of how often I use
"soft" or "sensitive" to describe myself,
and the irony that each of those words ore b ut a hard shell of sounds and vowels,
their softness and their sensitivity, lost somewhere in a realm
that you or I cannot describe.
It is emotion,
and yet it feels so still when I must soy
it is in motion.
Each ioy, each hate, each hope, each disappointment.
Another way to tell you that I don't know how to tell you
how I feel.
Only that I'm feeling...
that I'm feeling.
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We were born on a moonless night,
With rust in our blood, surging us to thrive
As if the end were out of sight.
Lungs afire with air, we struggled with all our might,
While dirty hands tried despera tely to revive.
We were born on a moonless night.
Years cannot cleanse the stain of such a blight,
What special need is there to survive?
As if the end were out of sight.
Expecting darkness to evolve beyond daylight,
We drowned the senses tasked to deprive,
We were born on a moonless night.
Can you hear them swearing, "It's alright"?
Dull lids prying open after a dive,
As if the end were out of sight.
Is there anybody to care for such a plight
When the goal is merely stay alive.
We were born on a moonless night,
As if the end were out of sight.
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WE WERE BORN
ON A MOONLESS
NIGHT
COLTON KEUNE

DOS LOCOS
QUE
QUIEREN

NO
QUERERSE
YAMAS

We talk for hours
about your new place, its hardwood & high ceilings. About
your dog & your job & your dreams, about
time & the times we skipped class to get stoned, about
faces we barely remember.
The bartender asks
us to toke off-closing time-& we stumble outside arm
in arm. Yellow & blue lights shine down from
the sky, UFO tractor beams stealing the darkness (& bovines.)
A silent ride
to your place, & you slip away into vogue unknowns
which I try too hard to define. I mind
the gap in your life between now & the lost time we met,
storing at a doted picture & pretending.
thought I could tel l
the difference between a truth & a lie, but my pen
turns the unwritten into block ink.
I thought I could tel l what your life looks like nowbut tonight I can't
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see straight.

Tornodoes ore a port of

lightning and pounding rain were

life when you grow up in Minneso-

unleashed, it was too much for me

ta. From Moy to October, there is

to endure. I needed shelter, a re-

on unpredictable threat of severe

prieve from the storm. I was young;

weather. In elementary school, we

that shelter should hove been my
mother-but she was the storm.

hod tornado drills to learn how to
react when the signs appeared:
we would file into the gymnasi-

Hove you ever felt that

um or cafeteria-any room that
didn't hove windows, really-and

skin-crawling itch that comes when

cover our ears with our tiny hands

I become familiar with that itch at

to drown out the wailing alarm.

a young age. My first memories

We learned when the sky turns a
strange shade of greenish gray,
it's time to turn on the news and

involve grocery shopping with

strangers ore talki ng about you?

Amy, my mother. Every turn down
a new aisle brought a fresh jury

await further instruction. As soon as
the weatherman confirms the path

Accusations of abuse were whis-

of the storm and issues a tornado

and I witnessed strangers shoot

warning, you need to head into a
safe shelter, usually a basement or

the evil eye at my mother before
tenderly smiling at me. Perhaps
that's why I've always seen my mom

stairwell. When the shrill emergency
alarm starts howling, it's too latethe storm is upon you.
I grew up in a storm. The sky

pered as we passed each juror,

as the Wicked Stepmother to my
frizzy-haired Cinderella. She's not
actually my stepmother, but there
aren't a lot of Disney movies with

was permanently tinted a menac-

superficial, judgmental biological

ing shade of green. The wild winds

parents. Cinderella's sweet mother
never would hove told her she

gusted at break-neck speeds,
churning the dense clouds into
thunderstorms before my eyes. The

needed a nose job or that her

alarm was relentless, a constant
and deafening reminder that I

her skin was flowed and needed
to be corrected, but her wicked

wasn't safe, but there were no drills

stepmother would hove jumped at
the chance. Am I being too hard

to prepare me. When the storm
finally erupted and the crashing
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hair needed on overhaul or that

on her? My mom is gorgeous and

she yearned for a matching doll
to show off-flawless alabaster
skin, delicate features, silky golden
hair. She didn't know how to cope
when I come along, with the bright
red and purple birthmarks covering
my body from the neck down, the
massive masculine nose corrupting
the femininity in my face, and the
dork hair so curly and thick that
many brushes lost their lives fighting
in the grizzly war to tome it. Should
she be given a free poss because
she didn't get her wish? I don't think
so. She didn't get the beautiful
doll she so desperately wonted
so she spent her time and energy
trying to turn the damaged doll
she was given into something she
could show off, slowly suffocating
my confidence until it shriveled to
nothing.
So why were these strangers glaring at Amy? My tiny body
was covered with bright colorful
birthmarks. They were my defining
feature, the first thing anyone ever
noticed about me. Depending on
the temperature, they changed
from the bright red of a welt to the
deep purple of a bruise. Anyone
who didn't know my family would
jump to the conclusion that I was
physically abused. When I was six

WEATHERING
THE STORM
ASHLEY
McFARLAND

weeks old, my mother enrolled me

room was always freezing cold,

in daycare so she could return to

transforming my birthmarks into
elaborate red and purple pat-

work. Soon ofter I was dropped off
on my first day, the daycare work-

terns. There would be a knock on

ers noticed my marred skin and

the door, and the doctor would

promptly called the authorities.
When my mom returned to pick me

enter. He would fumble around with
the stethoscope on my bock and

up, she was stopped by police

then stop his exam and exclaim
something like "Oh, my What is

officers and denied entry into the
building. She hysterically told them
she hod explained my condition

this?" I would shrug and my mother

to the manager, but the manager
wasn't there and hadn't bothered

well-rehearsed spiel:

to poss along that information. I
wasn't returned to my mother until
the manager could be contacted
to confirm my mother's story

would stand up and dive into her

"Well her father was on
a prescribed medication that
wasn't approved by the FDA while
we were trying to conceive and
was later found to cause birth

I didn't really notice the

defects. We don't really know

birthmarks on my own until I was five

what it is." She would deliberately

or six. People hod always pointed
and whispered, but I didn't worry

cross the room, stop at my side,

about it because they were all

"Some soy it's simply port wine

so nice to me. I started to realize I

stain, some soy Klippel-Trenounoy
syndrome. She doesn't seem to

was different in the bleak examina-

and lovingly rub my arm or leg.

tion rooms of various physicians. I
was a medical mystery Every time

fit in anywhere. I just wish we knew

I went to a doctor appointment,
no matter the doctor's specialty,

with." She should hove been given
on Academy Award for her per-

it was the some strange routine. I

formance; she was dripping with

would change into my thin paper
gown and flip through on old

melodramatic flair.

Highlights magazine while my mother caught up on the latest Princess
Di gossip in People. The exam
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what my poor baby was dealing

"Hmm. . . Let's toke a loo~"
the doctor would reply as his
eyes widened and a slight smile

appeared on his face, excited at

scious when I was eight and my

the prospect of being the chosen

mom signed me up for a support
group. I'm not sure how she picked

one to finally give this unfortunate
woman the answers she sought. After a few minutes of prodding and
poking, the doctor would holler
into the hallway for reinforcements.

a support group or even what it
was for (this was the early nineties,
you couldn't just Google "my child
is a freak" or "support groups for
ugly children"), but I do remember

"Hey, Donald, con you
come in here a sec? I've got

my first (and lost) meeting. It was a

something interesting." Donald

pizza party at French Pork, so I was
excited to go. I'm not sure why I

would wont to invite his friends

loved French Pork so much-it hod

and they would invite whoever

lots of trees and a b ig lake with a

happened to be in the halls to
come toke a look at this anom-

beach and a really amazing playground, but many of the slides and

aly so nicely presented to them.
I might as well hove worn a big

equipment were metal and would
scorch my tender hands and legs

plastic bow to my appointments
because they only sow me as a

ofter just a few short minutes in the
sun. The excitement I felt turned to

gift that might lead to research
grants or bragging rights or at the

horror when we arrived, though.

very least on amusing anecdote
to shore at their next cocktail par-

One quick look around
and I could tell I d idn't belong.

ty. Inevitably, the doctors couldn't

These kids needed a support

crock the code and would, one

group-not me. Some of them hod

by one, admit defeat until it was

growths covering half of their fac-

just the first doctor, my mom, and

es. Others hod arms or legs that

me in the room again. He would

hod overgrown and now were

knit his brows, mumble something

much too large for their childish

about going to do some research

frames. Some were even confined

and leave. It ·s miraculous I survived

to wheelchairs. I hod no right to

childhood-I don't recall ever re-

be there. My birthmarks didn't live

ceiving a complete physical exam.

on my face; my limbs hod, for the
most port all grown in proportion

I started feeling self-con-

to my body. I hod a few veins
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popping out of my legs, but that

sclerotheropy to get rid of them.

was easily covered with shorts.
These ch ildren hod no reprieve.

Sclerotheropy is basically injecting

I quietly ate my pizza and
avoided eye contact with everyone while Amy emphatically commiserated with the other parents,
as if she understood their pain.

a salt solution into the affected
vein, causing the veins to shrink
a nd shrivel over time into small,
imperceptib le scars. The process
sounded familiar to me-I hod
been receiving sclerotheropy for
years. Things kept getting thrown

Even then, with my few years of life
experience, I understood we were

at me thot· mode me feel smaller

there for her, not me. My co ndition

lucky a nd I would just shrink to

was more vexing for her than I hod
ever realized. I decided I must
be missing something. If my moth-

nothing. I heard the doctor tell
Amy that the procedure wasn't

er, who I trusted and loved more

til I was older. She cut him off and

than a nyo ne else, thought I was

told him we would hove it done

so damaged, then it must be true.

now. Her doll was being upgrad-

From that day o n, I sow myself as

ed! (She didn't soy that port out

it seemed she did: different. Not

loud . . I think that would hove
raised some eyebrows.)

enough. Broken. I refused to go

and smaller; maybe I would get

mandatory and we could wait un-

to any more of the support group
meetings, but that one fateful
day a t my favorite pork forever

We went to a medical store
teeming with supplies designed for

changed me. The sky shifted from
a pleasant blue to a gloomy gray

old people who hod been diag-

as the storm clouds that would
hover for years began to form.

nosed with diabetes or a broken
hip. We p icked up the hottest
accessory of the foll-thick beige
compression stockings! There were

Remember those veins

knee highs and full-o n support top

popping out of my legs? It turns

pantyhose and, with my great luc~

out that's not normal for a child A

I was destined for the pantyhose.

few years ofter my embarrassing
support group encounter, a doc-

The procedure itself wa s painful
a nd slow. It felt like a porcupine

tor told my mom I could receive

was walking up and down my legs,
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randomly deciding when and

blonde, thin, and straight.

where to attack. After the proceFor a while, she bottled with

dure, I felt uncomfortable all the
time-either my legs throbbed and

it pulling and tugging at it every

burned or I was too hot because

day When_I was in 2nd grade, I

of the heinous stockings or I was

missed my class picture because

simply worried someone would

Amy got a brush stuck in the rat's

notice I was a freak. It was ex-

nest of hair she was trying to

hausting. Amy would make

me toke

the stockings off every night so she

tome. I started crying because I

could marvel at the medical mag-

loved class picture day; my tears
infuriated Amy. Somehow, she was

ic toking place. I swear a few times

able to rip that brush out and

I heard her whisper, "my precious,"

smock

like I was the One Ring to her

it. Now my hair was a mess and

Collum, as she possessively stroked

there was a brush-shaped mark on

my legs and told

me how beautiful

me across the face with

my face; obviously I couldn't be

they were becoming. Weird, right?

photographed in that condition,

Unfortunately, shrinking my veins fed

so I hod to stay home from school.

her obsession with making

me into

Eventually Amy grew weary of

Daughter Barbie. What could she

fighting and decided to cut it all

fix next?

off. If you're not familiar with thick
curly hair, allow me to enlighten

My hair hos always been

you: if you cut it all off, you're left

a source of contention. It was

with a big poof of hair surrounding

straight and manageable until I

your head like a fuzzy halo, and

was around six years old. I don't

it tokes eons to grow bock. When

know what I did to offend them,

you hove straight hair, on inch is

but all the little hairs on the top of

on inch-but when you hove curly

my head hod a meeting one night

hair, on inch of growth is really

and decided to ruin my life. My

much less because it twists and

straight beautiful hair turned into a

twirls up into itself

dork, giant thick, frizzy mess overnight. Amy didn't know what to do

My hairstyles grew worse

with it. She'd only ever ployed with

as my hair took its sweet time

dolls that hod hair like hers-long,

growing bock. First it was a huge
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brown puffball. Eventually, it was

starting to look grim-the winds

too long for that but too short for

were picking up speed and a

anything else, so my mom come up

faint alarm was sounding in the

with a hairstyle that, quite frankly,

distance.

I'm surprised didn't become the
next Rochel. She gathered hair

Amy hod lost the fight with

from above my ears on both sides

my hair, but she regrouped and

of my head, piled it on top, and

moved on to the next battlefield:

secured it with a big tortoise-shell

my nose. Much like my hair, it hod

claw clip. She let the bongs and

decided to turn against me and

the bock just hong however they

grow overnight. Amy started work-

wonted, forming some sort of crazy

ing the idea of a rhinoplosty into

mullet. It was atrocious. I wore it like

trivial conversations. "You know,"

that for years and was teased the

she'd start, "you're so pretty. Really.

whole time.

Except your nose. But don't you
worry, we con get that fixed." At

I remember a particular-

first these words didn't mean much

ly mean boy named Adorn. He

to me. Crazy mom with her crazy

hated me for some reason, and

tol~ I thought. After a while, though,

it was his little life's goal to turn

I began to

kids against me. One day; I was

gigantic, offensive nose. After

in front of him in the lunch line

a few more months of "we con

and he turned to our classmate

get that fixed," I realized that my

Bruce. 'look at that bush on top

nose didn't belong on my face-it

of Ashley's head! It looks so stupid,

belonged on a full grown man,

doesn't it?" he taunted. I will forev-

and even then it would look a little

er be thankful for Bruce's response.

obnoxious.

see what she sow-a

He simply said, "No, I don't think
so. Leave her alone man." Most

I'll never for get the day I

people sided with Adorn though.

finally gave in to her persistent

Even with a few kind souls like

petitions. We were out on the lake

Bruce, I started to withdraw like a

at French Pork in our family boot.

tortoise into its shell. I hod horrible

It's funny how so many of my defin-

hair to odd to the freaky skin I was

ing but soul-crushing moments took

already dealing with. Things were

place there-seriously, why did I
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love that place so much? Booting

mom was ecstatic; I hod on iden-

was one of my favorite activities.

tity crisis. I could

I always sot in the front of the
boot with my sister, basking in the

better-like a girl, even-but I didn't
feel better. Boys didn't like

warmth of the sun. As my dad was

more. I still didn't wont to be seen.

steering around the lake looking
for the perfect place to fish, Amy

It's almost like my self-confidence
level wasn't the inverse of the

decided this was a great time to

size of my nose, but maybe come

make her case again. She yelled
up to me, saying, "Why won't you

from something deeper and more

just let

me fix it for you?

Let's just go

see that I looked

me

substantial. It's been about sixteen
years since I went under the knife.

for a consult. Please!" That was it. I

I wish I would hove held out until

couldn't live my life like this. It wasn't

I was older. My face wasn't done

worth fighting anymore. Maybe

changing yet because I was so

boys would like

me more if I hod

young and so my nose didn't

a smaller nose. Maybe I wouldn't

quite heal correctly. I'm constantly

walk with my head down in the

aware of it because I con barely

halls at school, hoping no one

breathe through one of my nostrils,

noticed me. "Okay, Mom. If you

which affects everything from my

wont" I conceded. I could

see the

joy just bursting out of her face. A

allergies to my athletic ability. But
hey, at least I'm prettier.

cloud floated in front of the sun,
and I wrapped my towel around
me a little tighter.

After my mid-teen identity
crisis, I become consumed with
how I looked. Amy was constantly

I still can't believe she

ofter me: "You should exercise

found a plastic surgeon willing to

more. Let's dye your hair blonde!

operate on a fourteen-year-old

We should look into getting your

with no medical reason to do

birthmarks removed; it's only a loser

so. I'm no psychologist, but that's

procedure like removing a tattoo!"

too young for plastic surgery. The

People were starting to ask

procedure was done in the sum-

about my birthmarks. "Were you

mer between 8th and 9th grade,

burned in a fire? Do your parents

so I hod plenty of time to heal

beat you? Do you hove a rash?

before going bock to school. My

Is it contagious?" I was constantly

me
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being reminded o f my flows. No

plimenting me; I thought they were

one con thrive in that environment.

insane. Still, my confidence started

I become so painfully shy that no

to grow. Boys started to like me.

one would talk to me because

I wasn't any prettier than I was in

they all thought I was a snob. I

Minnesota, but I was starting to

didn't try to prove them wrong

learn that I hod a personality. I was

because, well, I wasn't good

funny and I hod a big heart and

enough. Everyone knew I was

people liked being around me.

worthless, so it must be true. The

I was slowly building a shelter for

dork clouds that hod always hung

myself

over my head finally burst, releasing the thunder and lightning. A

My shelter was fortified

funnel cloud was forming, but I hod

when I met the man I would one

nowhere to hide.

day marry, Shone. I could

see

warmth radiating from him the
When I was looking at

moment we met. He's one of those

colleges, I decided to get out

people everyone just wonts to be

of town, try to escape the storm.

around. We built a friendship, and

Maybe a fresh start and a life

I started to

further from Amy would be the

me from the storms in my life. If my

change I needed to move o n. I

mom hod said something judg-

decided on BYU and moved to

mental on the phone, he would

Utah to start my freshman year. I

make sure to tell me he loved my

hove never been more terrified

beautiful, curly hair. When I said

and excited. Luckily, everyone in

something like, "my mom would

my dorm felt the some way. I quickly

hate the way I did my makeup to-

mode friends. We bonded as we

day," he would assure me I looked

learned how to live on our own.

gorgeous. At first I just rol led my

Why did these pretty, fun ny, lovely

eyes-boys wi ll soy anything to

girls wont to be friends with me? I

get you in bed. But when we got

was shocked. The strongest port

serious and he still spoke words o f

was that no o ne even mentioned

encouragement, I began to be-

my birthmarks. My hair hod grown

lieve him. The rains were slowing to

out, and I was learn ing how to

a drizzle and the winds were dying

tome it. People were actually com-

down for longer periods of time.
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see how he protected

Even when they picked bock up

laugh at myself, because that way

and raged for a while, I was able

I wouldn't core so much if some-

to endure it without feeling con-

one else laughed at me. I could

sumed.

reinforce my own shelter.

I discovered the source
of Shane's warmth when he intro-

I hod the chance to laugh
at myself soon enough. I was at

duced me to his family. They ore

a Christmas party and for some

truly the kindest most loving family

reason I thought it was a good

I hove ever met. At first I didn't

idea to wear a short-sleeved

understand them. They mode fun

turtleneck sweater in the middle of

of each other and laughed. No

winter. Bod idea-I was freezing.

one was ever upset. The youngest

Since I was freezing, the birthmarks

daughter in the family, Hoylie, was

on my exposed skin were all sorts

born with a few minor complica-

of strange colors and exotic pat-

tions. She hod a hemongiomo on

terns. An old woman come over

her eye and little skin togs growing

to me with that some concerned

out of her ear. She hod baby fuzz
instead of hair for years because

look in her eye I used to get while
grocery shopping with my mom.

it just wouldn't grow. Her mom

"What's happening to your skin?"

called her "Old Fuzz Head Horn
Eor "- she even hod a song to go

she asked, "con I get you something to help?" I said I was fine,

with it. Instead of treating her like

they were just birthmarks and noth-

a problem that needed to be

ing to worry about. She rubbed

corrected, they laughed about it

my arms a couple of times while

and she was stronger because of

she thought of what she might

it. They loved her even though she

soy. "Well. .. they're very festive, at

wasn't perfect. Wait ... what? How

least."

could that be? Why wasn't her
mom obsessed with fixing her? Why

I hod two choices. I could

wasn't Hoylie broken like I was? I

break down crying, letting this

sow what she hod and I wonted

oblivious woman ruin my day be-

it. I resolved to make a change.

cause she said something crazy,

see my quirks as

or I could laugh about it. For the

I would start to

blessings. I wou ld figure out how to

first time in my life, I chose laughter.
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Who

else con soy they hove built-

brought up my weight or my hair

in Christmas decorations? That

or anything else she found unsa-

one bizarre comment changed

vory With tears in my

my life. I started telling the story to

Shone what he thought about my

my friends and family, and we all

responses to her imagined judge-

laughed together.

ments. He looked at

eyes,

I asked

me and simply

said, "You're beautiful. Nothing
After that, I mode a con-

Amy soys changes that." I believed

scious effort to change. I didn't

him. It was a stormy trip, but we sur-

let my birthmarks dictate my ward-

vived. She just couldn't help herself

robe. I tried not to stress too much
on days when my hair was more

Wont to hear something

frizz than curl. Sometimes I left the

ironic? She hos aged so rapidly

house with no makeup on my face.

and lost so much weight follow-

I even wore sweatpants while

ing a gastric bypass that now

runn ing errands to Torget. The

she looks like the Crypt Keeper's

craziest thing was that people still

twin sister. At fifty-five, she's a

liked

me,

regardless of my hair or

mere shadow of the beauty she

makeup or fashion choices. In fact,

once was. I could tell her that

I would venture to soy no one

she should cut her lifeless hair or

even noticed on the days I didn't

wear more makeup or ton her

try to doll myself up. Maybe, just

pasty white skin or turn the grimace

maybe, if all these people thought
I was enough when I was just be-

living on her face into a smile, but
I don't. I don't ever wont to be a

ing myself, then I was really, actually

storm in someone else's life-not

enough.

even hers. I don't wont her, or anyone, to hove to deal with the pain

I may not live near my mother anymore, but she will always be

I've dealt with, the pain that flares
up from time to time even now.

port of my life. I still catch myself
falling into old habits around her,
though. Recently Shone and I took
a trip to

see her for the first time in

I've learned a lot from
weathering the storms of my life.
You can't please everyone.

almost a year. I started coming up

There's always someone who hos

with witty retorts I could use if she

it worse tha n you do. Ifs okay
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to laugh at yourself Sometimes
the people who ore supposed
to love you unconditionally ore
the ones who hove the strictest
conditions. It's okay to think you're
beautiful sometimes-maybe even
all the time. I still struggle with that
one. Most importantly, I've learned
that you con be the umbrella in
someone else's storm. I hope that
if I hove a daughter one day, I will
be able to remember what I've
learned and build a shelter for her
instead of being her storm. I think
I'll be able to do that, especially
knowing what I now know.
On the other hand. ..
heaven help me if she gets my
nose.
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BRIEF
CANDLE

A moment
Began in a breath
Gone in another

A flash of inspiration
A temporary fix
One look in someone's eyes

A heartbeat
A blink of an eye
A beat of butterfly wings
Every step on a concrete walk
One image in a sea of memory
One word in hundreds of pages
Mortality
The touch of fingers
A whisper
The warmth of embrace
A kiss
One glimpse of a soul
Finite
If everything were finite
Gone, a spark in the wind
If nothing lived on
Shedding finite casings
Then why are we here?
Or ore some things
Infinite?
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FINITE
HANNAH
ERSKINE
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TEMPOS
TEMPORIS
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HEATHER
GRAHAM
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I heat the spoon
to cut through the ice cream more smoothly
Melt a milky path.
I raise it over the stove-top
which burns in deep crimson
slowly worms the silver spade
Then I plow, through layers of cream
like some archaeologist with on unappeasable sweet tooth
I scoop and level my findings onto, apple-pie, or dork fudge, or fruits.
There's the stuff that makes the young or old, ladies and gents
tongues twist and mouths drip with anticipation.
and it never lost long.
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CREAM
ALEXANDER
NAY
ICE
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SLEDDING
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.l

SAMANTTHA
BROADHEAD
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How dork is this little lone?
which I parade down,
disgracefully
Drifting through its solace,
and it's still grieving
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UNTITLED
ALEXANDER
NAY
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NATURE S
BEAUTY
1

108

EVELYN
MARTIN
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I om so close to being a pock rot that I don't freely admit it and
instead like to think of myself as a ferret hiding my shiny treasures just
because I like them .... Collector if you will. . . But this doesn't mean
in all bod senses of the word at times in the case of rot similes,
but varying in this context. I om a Collector of not just things, but
of ideas and of dreams. I hove composition books upon books
of thoughts, ideas, questions, reflections, drawings, theories, and
desires. Pages full of treasures to

me and me alone,

that I keep

hidden and unknown. I collect song lyrics and costumes, philosophy,
pictures and journal entries. I keep fireworks and summer lightning
flashes, flowers and fireflies, folders of familiar faces and fantasies.
Art materials some may think of as garbage, lists of words to signify
drifting dreams, alone or in series, miniature men and massive
monsters, microscopic moments and madding morphings, stocks of
floor plans in my mind of the hopes I pray to build for myself and
others. "Cogito, ergo sum", translated, "I think therefore I om" ...
but I feel because I must and I know because I sought and I build
because I om able and keep wishing because I hope. I collect
things, yes, but I hope I'm not the only one.
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THE FERRET
ANGELA
FIELDS

111

QUADRATIC
VISION

112

l(ATHERINE
ALLRED
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I om the rain;
falling.
Whether in love,
or into the grips of sadness
I crave the rain,
the sounds,
the smell it brings,
pluviophilic to my core.
I see the rain,
changing.
No constant state,
foiling, pooling, rising, falling.
Without the rain,
lifeless.
Nothing con grow;
drab mirage, a dry oasis.
I watch the rain,
Fickle.
Bringing new hope,
washing away all that we knew.
I'm still the rain,
rising.
From the gutter,
a clean slate, fresh, starting again.
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PLUVIOPHILE
JASE
MARSHALL
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AMYTH
OVERLAPS
THE
MARKED
· LIGHT
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LINN

LUKER

117

STATE
OFAH
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ISRAEL
WEST
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It was fixin' to be a
sultry day My knees hod been

said, so I asked him to genuflect.
The driver greeted me with a sly

retired with 5 months of physical
therapy, and I was hungry I

little smile and lowered the bus. I
entered.

needed to access the food
bank. I didn't hove cob fore, a
car or a ride from a friend, but
with knee braces and a bus
poss, I could manage to get
within a respectable walking
distance from the food bank in
Murray I unfolded my collapsible
food cart and placed inside
two smaller suitcases, one inside
the other. I stropped on my

Leaving the bus with my
cargo in tow, I wished I could
walk as the crow flies through
this neighborhood, which used
to be luscious green farmland
for miles and is now a concretejungle mix of mason-block walls
and shops with high fences. The
walk would be longer, but I was

Velcro braces, along with a
brace on my boc~ and I trotted

cheered on by the smile from my
driver. Getting to the site, I could
see a 30-person line outside

out to the stop in front of my

on hour before they opened.

house to wait for the bus. I was
feeling heavy-hearted this day

It would be a wait. Seems like

with the added disappointment
of a faultily functioning physique.
When the bus pulled up, I
asked the driver to "kneel," which
is code for him to lower the
chassis and allow me to step

everybody else was hungry, too.
I settled in on the lawn to
wait my turn. Someone
popped the top on a soda
con and it mode me thirsty for
bubbles. I know what food bank

He was pretending to ignore my

food is generally like and hod
a basic idea of what I would
be receiving: mil~ eggs-if
they hod them-boxed cereal,

request and I repeated myself:
"Please kneel." I was thinking that

conned goods, frozen chicken
or hotdogs, probably something

maybe he couldn't hear what I

sweet. I was a bit concerned

on without lifting much weight or
stepping too high.
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about food sustainability in the
heat, but to be outside on a
day in the sun with a cloudless
sky felt very freeing in its own tiny
way I'd been confined for so
long.
When my turn come to
be interviewed, I really wonted
to know if they hod cot food
that day The person in charge
left me in her office while she
left to go hove a cigarette
break for 15 minutes, and I felt
my heavy heart returning. I was
truly hungry now, not looking
forward to the long trip home.
This food bank only answers
questions in the interview room.
After that, you go around the
backside of the building, and a
volunteer pushes out a grocery

QUITE THE
EXPEIRENCE
KATHRYN
BARTLING

cart filled with items that you
then barter away with others
loading up their fore. Don't eat
pork? I'll trade my chocolate
milk for that. This is the business
of connecting with other hungry
people in the community
Expecting to be rushed
around the corner and having
. a basket pushed toward me, I
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sow the most incredible sight.
Next to the garage door
where the baskets exit and
beside the dumpster were

were also melons-cantaloupe,
honeydew-and apples, too.
Orange and green and red.

coses upon coses of freshly
picked blueberries. So very
beautiful and so financially out
of reach for me; I envisioned
steaming bowls of oats topped

I loaded my two suitcases
and my cart without even
checking to see what I'd been
allotted in my grocery basket.

with berries; sow muffins I would

was goat cheese, lox and a Sib
bog of Storbuck's dork roost
coffee beans. My imagination

make coming from my oven
steaming much the some. I was

Fantastic surprise! Todoy there

drooling. The smells kicked in,
and I noticed flats of Utah

could not keep up the visual of

peaches lying about; dumpster
perfumes so fragrant; fruit just

myself nor organize the symmetry
of smells I knew were coming my

happy to be eaten. I reached

way

for one and bit into the body,
feeling fuzz upon my face with
a river of sticky juice making a

I began to giggle like
a schoolgirl and decided to

beeline down my cheek onto my
clean white T-shirt. I chomped
this peach with such gusto
it enveloped the entirety of
my jaw and my now very juicy
hands. God, help me, this is
heaven.
For some unknown reason,
formers hod placed this over-

the treats I would be making for

risk knocking on the garage
door, which is taboo in food
bank etiquette. "Could I please
exchange everything in my
basket for more coffee, lox and
goat cheese?"
"Oh, sure" said the staff
person. "We can't get rid of that
stuff anyway".

abundance of produce in
the bocK leaving the bank
completely unaware. There
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Unbelievable. So there
it was - my poverty feast, my

smorgasbord of delight.
The factual knowledge
that the former simply needed to
unload extra fruit meant nothing
to me. The mixture of perfumed
smells; the magic colors of whole
food; I knew that on this sultry
day, this pain day, this beauty
was meant for me.
I was leaving to walk
bock as I heard a volunteer coll
out, "Did you remember your cot

f00.
d 7"
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REGENERE
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SARAH
ROGERS
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THE
DANCER

126

JESSICA
FINDLAY
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Every movement of the gaze
returns to sights seen; only seconds before.
A change hos been mode,
in the formation.
A cloud hanging singular
the light on the canopy, or
the ways it moves in the wind.
I trace each flex,
each exercise of its power.
As it becomes apparent to

me,

quicker than I hod hoped,
or would hove enjoyed.
Like some ethereal ballet
losing itself in the pirouette.
Until some vain dancer comes crashing down
and breaks on ankle.
Uncorrectable.
I can't accept that even on inch of earth is wise,
but only stumbles half lame
to the drone of some droll accompaniment.
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UNCORRECTABLE
ALEXANDER NAY
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DANCER

130

SAMANTHA
BROADHEAD
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I con be brave, I think
to myself. Everything is fine.

look at each other. We both

Sitting in the waiting room

wait any longer. It's been

filled with people, I'm trying

hours, and 2 hours longer

to focus on conversation,
but struggling. So many

than anticipated.

people in such a large

know it will be me. I can't

I leave my husband

room. Everyone there

and parents with all of my

with the some purpose,

stuff I brought to keep

but feeling and reacting

busy: knitting, iPod, even

differently My mom sits next

a book-all of it barely

to

me,

chattering about

nothing because she knows
it makes

me feel

better.

me

touched. I follow the nurse
down the hall of the hospital
wing. It's so quiet I con hear
our footsteps echoing off

The receptionist
announces over the
intercom, "Con the parents
of Bentley please

come to

the front desk?"

the walls. The large doors
open into the recovery
room, and I om blasted with
so much sound and smell
it's staggering. The room is
huge and filled with people,

Finally it's our turn.

nurses, patients and parents,

Everything went well,

all talking and yelling to

although longer than

each other. One child

anticipated. Why? There

needs more medication,

were some complications,

another is screaming for

but nothing major. One

her mom, while another is

of us con

see her now in

recovery My husband and I
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kicking at the nurse and
trying to pull out her IV The

machines ore loud and shrill,
all beeping a different tune.
The hospital smell is always
there, churning my stomach.
It all feels so overwhelming
and chaotic.
I eagerly but nervously
follow the nurse to her bed. I
brace myself. The incision will
be small; it was the option
we chose. Early surgery with
less blood loss and more
therapy No one wants their
baby to spend time in an
operating room, but it was
her best choice. She was

INMY ARMS
TARA HOBBS

born with the fontanelles of
her tiny head closed. The
pressure of her brain trying
to grow made this sweet
little baby so sad. The
surgery would cut those
fontanelles back open,
and with therapy, she did
well. We later found she has
a rare syndrome and we
don't know her future. Life
has not been easy for this
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little girl. She hos hod her

touch her, but wont so much

trials. She is 5 now, delayed

to tear away the wires and

developmentally, but healthy

tubes and hold her in my

and full of love. This surgery

arms. It's so sod that such a

was on opportunity to give

small person needed to go
through so much.

her a better start.
The nurse and I

A few hours later,

walk down a long hallway

she wakes up. She wakes

filled with beds and those

enough to open her eyes

horrible beeping machines.

and look around. She looks

And there she is. So tiny

up and her eyes focus on

in that big bed. I con be

me.

brave, I think to myself My

the pressure in her head

family needs

me to

keep it

Both of them. With all

before, she struggled to

see. But for the first

together. But that first sight of

really

her is overwhelming. My tiny

time, she really focuses on

2-month-old baby is laying

my face. I smile and talk to

there, a large cut filled with

her, and the most amazing

sutures on her forehead.
She's quietly trying to catch

thing happens. She smiles. To

her breath and sleep. The
nurse tells me she's done

a 2-month-old baby smiling

amazingly well. It was so

and it's amazing. A miracle.

hard for her to woke up and

And I finally feel comforted.

feel the pain again, so they
let her sleep. Her little face is
blotchy from crying so much.
I'm happy to be able to
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a parent of a normal child,
is fun. To

me,

it's the first time,

BUMBLEBEE
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SAMANTHA
BROADHEAD
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A woman in a green coot

toking in everything she hod loved

sot on on old iron bench, sur-

and given up for a fancy job in

rounded by old trees that hod
grown hard and tough, as any-

the c ity. She wonted to spend
her lost nights under the stars she

thing must to survive in a big city.

loved and the dancing Northern

She was thinking of a nicer time.

lights she always promised herself
she'd see.

A time of childhood games, of
friends, of the old plum tree in her

As she stood up, a but-

backyard where she would go to
be alone. She remembered comp-

ton on her sleeve caught on the

ing trips to the lake and her father

bench and come off A green

teaching her about the constel-

button lost in the green gross.

lations; she could never really

see any stars in the city, and she

* * *

missed them. She still knew them
all by heart, though it hod been
years since she and her father
took their lost trip to the mountains.
Her mind wondered slowly
bock to what she hod just learned.
What do you do when a man in
a white coot tells you you've only
got a few weeks left? She hod no
family left to go home to, no one
to coll and cry with. They hod
asked her to check into the hospital-they could give her another
month. A month surrounded by
cold, white walls, nurses and machines.

cides to run away from home. She
doesn't wont to do the dishes, so
clearly, she must run away to ovoid
it.
She finds her way to a pork
with trees older than the city and
begins to ploy in the soft gross.
She makes a crown of dandelions
and finds a twisted old stick to
serve as a wand. She spends the
afternoon fighting evil sorcerers
and rid ing dragons through the
treetops. She finds a magic green
button next to on old iron bench
and uses it to vanquish her enemies.

No, she knew what she was
going to do. She would spend
her lost days under the open sky,
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Sophie is six when she de-

The lost sorcerer lays dying
at her feet when she realizes that
it is starting to get dork and she

doesn't know her way home.
She climbs onto the bench
in the hope that she will see something familiar in the distance.
An old man with scratchy
whiskers and a face weathered by
the

sea

comes rambling along the

path as she is beginning to panic.
He strides over to the bench and
asks if she needs help.
Sophie knows she isn't
supposed to talk to strangers, but
he

seems very

nice and she wonts

very badly to go home, so she
tells him the whole story He smiles
at her, the laugh-lines around his

eyes thick and

deep. He asks her
if she knows her address, and she

A GREEN
BUTTON
AERINFOUTZ

recites it for him.
He offers her his hand and
they begin to walk out of the pork..
She asks him what his name is-Jebedioh-ond how old he is-64ond what his favorite flavor of ice
cream is-brownies on the moon.
She comments on how she doesn't
know anyone that old. Except
her grandma, maybe. "Everybody

seems real

old when you're only six

though."
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They walk in silence for a

and runs bock to where Jebedioh

moment, her short legs working

stands on the sidewalk. She pulls

hard to keep up with his long

the green button out of her pock-

strides.

et and presents it to him.
"It's good luc~" she soys

"Sometimes do you wish
you were something other than a

before she runs into the house.

person?" Her dork eyes look up
into his weathered face.

He stands on the sidewalk a moment, holding the but-

"Sometimes, I s'pose," He

ton-a green button to rem ind him
of the little girl who wishes to be

repl ies.

a green daisy He turns away and
"I would be a daisy I like

heads home.

daisies best cos they're the frie ndliest flowers."
The old man listens to So-

Home,.for Jebedioh
Nicholas Williams, is a pork bench.
It is wood and hod once been

phie chatter; she would be green

pointed green; now only a few

because she's never seen a green

small chips of the point remain,

flower but feels that there should
be green daisies because green

faded by the sun a nd worn out

is her favorite color and therefore

he owns on his bock in a large,

she would be green.

faded blue pock. He tokes out

by the rain. He carries everything

a piece of twine and carefully
They turn down her street

threads it through the button, then

and she stops at the gate in a lit-

uses it to replace the worn dog

tle white fence. The house is mode

togs around his neck. The dog

of old brick and is covered in ivy,

togs drop into his pocket a nd the

and there ore well-loved flower

button disappears underneath his

beds under the front windows.

shirt.

* * *
She thanks him for
bringing her home and starts up
the little garden path. She stops
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Jebedioh will die on the
bench that hos become his home.
They will find him, just another John

Doe, another hobo with no family
to claim the body. The coroner
will find the dog togs along with
a note, asking he be buried with
The Odyssey-there is a worn and
greatly loved copy in his bogand a green button he wears
around his neck.
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SELF
PORTRAIT
ASA TREE
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DAVE
GREENWOOD
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All we of common circumstance
Stand ready at the front,
That we may end this bloody dance
And save the ones we love
For freedom is our bottle cry, ·
And she shall bear us forth,
That though we fight and bleed and die,
Our foes shall suffer worse.
Remember now, 'midst men and kings,
Why gather we this host
That we might hope and comfort bring
To those who matter most.
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BATTLE CRY
MARK STONE
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SETTER
NOT
SETTLE
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STACI
GALVEZ
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You hung up like a masterpiece,
and left behind your emptiness.
An air loom, shrill with icy sentiments
that pierced my head like on ear ring.
When that emptiness was hurt full
I used fear to fight the separation.
A dozen phone calls per severance.
I perseveroted.
I thought I found sanity in you
but actually found you insanity
Then I hock-sowed at your memories
just to hove my piece of mind.
Little Ms. Understanding
met her mystery,
we hod the time, but I misplaced.
that pain drenched me like a mist ache.
The games we ployed
were twisted like word ploy
When I ployed them alone
I was in dependence.
I used to lose myself inside you,
you were amazing.
I used to love the way your hips would get down,
and then you fucked me up.
You'd gallop through my dreams like a night more
And scold me with your hoarse voice,
that my quivers and quakes were well deserved
because the fault was always within me.
I was moved by my emotions from I'm perfect to imperfection,
as you picked away all pros from my confidence.
I hod almost found them again
when your spite removed them.
But alas, I'll be the first to tell you bluntly
that this poem hos no point
But to tell the cloud of you that rules my days
I wish to be left alone now, reign elsewhere.
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Fake nails, tight shirt
High heels, mini skirt
Careless actions
Leave 'em hurt
Just tryno get from A to B
Don't give a shit who sticks with me
Toke drink, toke hit
Toke a man, be lit
Careless actions
Oh shit
The results ore in, you've gotta pick
Feeling hungry, feeling sick
Big belly, tired eyes
Swollen feet, exit guys
Proceed with core
No more lies
Survive the year with new life to cherish
All the hate begins to perish
New friend, fast love
Handsome boy to be proud of
Family of 3, it's new to me
With no one else I'd rather be
Priorities change, don't core about the post
This is what life's about and it's going way too fast
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CORTNEY
CAREY
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STUDY
IN
BLACK
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HALEY
WATKINS
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Again I om slammed within the walls
the weight on waves of moonlight strikes
chords with the gold of my soul
while space pours itself across the splits and
rips and crocks and trenches of my stanza
the familiar adieu of a misprint in conversation
the glint of irony in your switchblade phrase
said in a flood of character
burning with the paper's patience for
your look to rest on me
as I stand shaken at the knees into deep ground
and lying on awful eye contact,
of a stranger 's glance
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EMPTY TABLES
CROWDED
HALLWAYS
CHRIS MURDOCH
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Y-AXIS
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